Vintage Swimwear ~ Jeanie Adair
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Vintage swimwear evolved over the years as everything else has…
The early twenties swim suits were very modest
apparel. The earliest I’ve seen pictured were actual
swim dresses for women. The “swimming suit” on the
previous page covers much of the body.
It is a magazine ad from 1922.

Most of the early swim wear was made of knitted wool
and yes, from the few original pieces I’ve seen they
were heavy, itchy, scratchy wool! I can only imagine
what would happen when you got in the water…
Wool has a tendency to stretch when it gets soaked
with water and I think a wool swim suit could be a
embarrassing fashion accident about to happen! Plus,
they had absolutely no lining or support anywhere so
it didn’t leave much to the imagination what was underneath.

Of course many of you recognize
the name brand Jantzen for sportswear. And I’m sure you know that
it was an original company from
Portland, Oregon.

The two ads on this page are from
1929 magazines.
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It says in this ad:
“You’ll find the famous red Diving Girl on every genuine Jantzen.
Your weight is you size.”
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“The suit that changed
bathing to swimming.”

By 1930 and 1931 the
swim suits started to
be more stylish.
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This 1931 ad by the B.V.D
company had a smart campaign and
it changed the look of swimwear.
“Evening gown backs” were
used to market their new look.

This 1932 magazine ad
states:
“Spread the news of a great
revolution in bathing suits.
B.V.C. did it with famous
New York stylists and artist
who designed the smartest
bathing suits that ever
appeared on a beach…
bathing suits as smart and
flattering as a new evening
gown!”
“Old style suits are out you might as well wear
bloomers.”
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These two ads are after the Model A era
but sometimes it helps to get an idea of
what the styles are like prior to and just
after our era.
This ad is from 1932

This 1934 ad says the new suits
are “molded-fit swimming suits”
with new soft, silky, lustrous fabric
with elastic in all directions - the
most luxurious fabric ever developed for swimming apparel.”
Any thing would beat those
early wool swim suits!
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